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Meeting Name: Traffic Commission 

Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 

Time: 10:00 am 

Location: Virtual Meeting 

Agenda Items to be addressed: 
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In accordance with the March 12, 2020 Executive Order issued by Governor Baker modifying certain 

requirements of the Open Meeting Law, the Marlborough Traffic Commission will hold a virtual 

meeting on Wednesday, June 24, 2020. 

NO IN PERSON PUBLIC ATTENDANCE WILL BE PERMITTED 

The public may access the meeting by clicking the link on the meeting calendar page or by dialing 
617-433-9462 and using conference ID 915 495 828 #. 

1) MINUTES OF LAST MEETING 

a) Review draft from 5-27-20 

2) NEW BUSINESS 

a) Traffic Issues on Stevens St. and Reservoir St. 

b) Lincoln &Union Streets. -Missing "NO TURN ON RED" signs. 
c) Request for Signage and/or Crosswalk @1110 Concord Rd. 
d) Parking and Sidewalk Issue on Crescent Street. 

3) OLD BUSINESS 

a) Poor Streetlight Conditions —West Main St./Winthrop St. 
b) Request for Crosswalk Warning Signage —West Main St. @Winthrop 

c) Parking Issues on Lakeside Ave. 
d) Crosswalk Request from Meadowbrook Child Garden —Concord Rd. @Mosher Ln. 
e) Brigham Street Concerns 
f) Public Safety Concern —Wilson Street 

THE LISTING OF TOPICS THAT THE CHAIR REASONABLY ANTICIPATES WILL BE 

DISCUSSED AT THE MEETING IS NOT INTENDED AS A GUARANTEE OF THE TOPICS 

THAT WILL HAVE BEEN DISCUSSED. NOT ALL TOPICS LISTED MAY IN FACT BE 

DISCUSSED, AND OTHER TOPICS NOT LISTED MAY ALSO BE BROUGHT UP FOR 

DISCUSSION TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BYLAW. 



TRAFFIC COMMISSION May 27, 2020 

CITY OF MARLBOROUGH 
OFFICE OF TRAFFIC COMMISSION 

140 MAIN STREET 
MARLBOROUGH, MASSACHUSETTS 01752 

Traffic Commission Minutes 

The Regular Meeting of the Traffic Commission was held as a virtual meeting on 
Wednesday, May 27, 2020 at 10:00 am. Members present: Chairman -Police Chief 
David Giorgi, DPW Commissioner John Ghiloni and City Clerk Steve Kei7igan. Also 
present: City Engineer Toin DiPersio, Assistant City engineer Tim Collins, Assistant 
Commissioner of Operations Ted Scott, Officer Andy Larose from the MPD Traffic 
Services Unit, City Councilor Laura Wagner and City Councilor Katie Robey. Also 
present: local residents Jan and Keith Verricho. 

Minutes taken by Karen Lambent, MPD Records Clerk. 

John Burke from the IT Dept. started recording the meeting at 10:04 am. Chief Giorgi 
welcomed everyone and made introductions. 

1- Minutes 

The minutes of the Traffic Commission meeting of Wednesday, February 26, 2020. 

Steve Kei7igan advised as to a typo on page 4, second to last paragraph, says "Bigelow" 
Street but should be "Brigham" Street. 

MOTION was made, seconded, duly VOTED: 
TO APPROVE as amended —All in Favor -Accept and Place on File. 

2 -New Business — 

2a) Public Safety Concerns —Wilson Street. 
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Chief Giorgi advised that this started with conversations he had with Councilor Wagner 
and emails going back and forth regarding speed concerns, lack of stop signs and the 
request for speed bumps. Councilor Wagner also included several letters and emails from 
concerned residents in her email to the Chief. (Copies of which are attached.) 

Chief Giorgi turned the meeting over to Councilor Wagner to present the concerns 
directly as relayed by her constituents. She began by explaining how a local resident 
advised that back in April of 2016 they had requested a stop sign at the corner of 
Hernenway before turning left onto Wilson Sheet in order to slow traffic. This request 
was denied, and repairs were done instead which included widening the intersection and 
installing a rumble strip. She said the rumble strip is even with the pavement and simply 
added a new problem of noise. The rumble ship has not solved the problem. Cars are 
not going around it but rather over it and it is very loud. 

She said that speed alone is not actually the primary concern. The main concern is the 
danger to residents created when vehicles fail to negotiate the turn and the subsequent 
accidents that result especially for those who live on the west side of Wilson Street. She 
feels that the addition of speed monitoring equipment and assessing the number of 
vehicles does not address the main issue. The speed of one vehicle can cause a tragic 
accident. There are many elderly people from New Horizons that walk in the area and it 
is extremely dangerous. She said that there used to be a fire hydrant near the intersection 
that was hit six times and noted that the City finally gave up hying to fix it and removed 
it instead. She feels this is evidence of a flawed design and clearly sends a message that 
this is dangerous. She noted another serious accident on 4/6 where the Tivnan's property 
at 274 Wilson Street was damaged again. 

She went on to discuss possible solutions that she would like to present. She said that 
adding a stop sign on Hemenway wouldn't help either. She doesn't think that drivers 
would honor it, therefore, making it ineffective. Amore effective remedy would be to 
install several speed bumps at the end of Hemenway where it approaches Wilson Street 
which would force cars to slow down prior to negotiating the turn onto Wilson Sheet. 
She said that considering the lawsuits that would occur if there was a fatality here, the 
cost of speed bumps is a much cheaper option. 

She said that the residents on Wilson Street are terrified to get their mail or be outside 
shoveling or doing yard work. Residents of Hemenway are afraid to take a walk from 
their homes. She has received more calls on this issue than any other issue in the City. 
She wants to see the issue understood from a public safety standpoint not simply from a 
data collection standpoint. An effective solution is desperately needed. Residents have 
described fighting for a solution for the past twenty years. 

Mr. Verricho spoke next and talked again about the terrible crash on April 6t~'. 
Fortunately, he was inside but he is one of the people who can't even safely get his mail 
from his mailbox or put out lus hash. He also said that the buzzing sound from the 
rumble stirp is annoying. It is just very unsafe. It gets worse when all the college kids 
are home and now is worse than ever with everyone being home. He also mentioned the 
number of octogenarians who walk here and one in particular who does not stay walk 
safely. Mrs. Verricho mentioned that there have always been issues with people not 
stopping at Wilson to turn onto Hemenway but now with the wider turn from Hemenway 
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cars swing out so far to make the turn that they almost come into her driveway. She's 
always yelling at people to slow down. Mr. Vei~icho said the traffic has increased 
everywhere and it reflects with the amount of traffic on Wilson and Hemenway. It got 
quieter for a few weeks but it's not quiet anymore. 

Chief Giorgi advised that Officer Larose put the electronic speed monitoring signs out at 
several locations and dates. The speed limit for this area is 25 mph. Officer Larose 
pulled up an interactive map he created showing icons for accidents over the last 10 years 
and the times that the speed sigi7 has been out. You can click on the icon and it will bring 
up the speed summary data at that location for the specific date. He clicked on the one 
for 3/2019 and it showed an average speed of 29mph. He then clicked on the next icon 
which showed an average speed of 28mph on 3/2020. It also shows the speed of the 85t~' 
percentile of vehicles, which is one of the warrants the State uses to calculate speed 
limits. He noted that obviously there are people that go over the speed limit, but the 
speed signs show that the majority of cars are actually not speeding. 

Councilor Wagner said that even though it shows that the majority of cars aren't speeding 
then why was the hydrant not replaced? Officer Larose said that he looked over all the 
accidents in the last 10 years and he only found 1 that involved the hydrant. Chief Giorgi 
said that he is not denying that there is speeding but just trying to show what the data 
reveals. The data shows that the SSth percentile is not speeding. He asked if Tim 
Collins could speak to the history with the hydrants. Mr. Collins advised that the main 
reason for not replacing the hydrant was because there is another one located 40 feet fiom 
that one. The City didn't need to have two so close together. Also, several of the 
accidents involved impaired drivers rather a speeding issue. Chief Giorgi commented 
that the recent accident on 4/6 was also an OUI accident. The Chief asked if Engineering 
could speak to the interim reconstruction. 

City Engineer, Tom DiPersio, said that he is well aware of all the issues and how cars 
speed from Hemenway onto Wilson Street. He has spoken to Mr. Tivnan, of 274 Wilson 
St., many times. The theory behind the new design was to tighten up the intersection. 
There was a big radius curve that cars would role tluough. The City looked into a raised 
island, but it didn't fit properly. The new rumble strip was a way to visually show that it 
is a turn and not just an area to roll through. Officer Larose said that more than half did 
turn properly but the other half went right over it. Now the design is getting some 
feedback. He also talked about moving the existing stop sign to create a stop at 
Hemenway before turning left onto Wilson Street. He thinks that a stop here plus the 
rumble strip, will help. 

Tim Collins went onto explain that this intersection does not meet the wazrants for an all-
way stop. In 2002 a stop sign was installed on the dead-end section of Hemenway. That 
portion did meet the warrants at that time. For an all way stop, the major approach needs 
to have 300 cars per hour with the minor approach having 200 cars per hotu. If we 
simply eliminate the stop sign on the dead-end side and move it to the East bound 
approach, so when cars are traveling up from Hemenway to Wilson they would need to 
stop at the stop sign before making the left turn onto Wilson Street. Even if they didn't 
come to a complete stop it would cause them to slow going through the turn. A warning 
sign could then be placed on the dead-end side indicating that there is a stop situation 
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ahead. Initially there would also need to be signage indicating that the traffic pattern has 
changed in both directions. 

Tom DiPersio went on to discuss speed bumps in "general terms." He said that: 

1) They are not placed at intersections. 
2) Vehicles tend to accelerate between speed bumps, which causes even more of a 

noise issue. Speed bumps may be effective to slow on the approach but then cars 
speed up. 

3) It would set a precedent to place speed bumps on a side road to slow traffic. 

He mentioned that he lives on Concord Road and has the same issue with speed in fiont 
of his house. Mrs. Verricho asked if the City does move the stop sign what sign would be 
put up to demonstrate the change? She said that current signs are obscured by blush 
growth. 

Tim Collins advised the signs would be yellow and black and would indicate something 
to the effect of "Traffic Pattern Changed Ahead". This is similar to what was done on 
Bigelow Street when several of the stop signs were removed. Also, the sign indicating 
that there is a fain ahead would come down and the new sign would be placed here. Mrs. 
~Iei7icho said again that drivers can't see this sign because it is obscured by blush. 1V1r. 
Collins said that he would have the Street Division come out and cut back the brush. He 
also advised about the "SeeClickFix" website where residents can request things like this. 

In summary, Chief Giorgi said that the Traffic Commission would recommend moving 
the existing stop sign from the dead-end side of Hemenway to other side and cut back the 
brush. The hope is that the stop sign will cause cars to slow at the turn onto Wilson St. 
Councilor Wagner noted again that. it's the issue of speed in combination with the 90 
degree turn that creates the problem. 

Another local resident from 285 Hemenway also joined the call. She lives 3 houses down 
from the stop sign and has lived there for 53 years. She said that cars go past her house at 
45 mph. She has two dogs and can't even use the sidewalk. She also had 2 accidents at 
her property. One was a very bad accident more then ten years ago where a car went up 
and over her stone wall and dragged her mailbox. She noted that drinking was involved 
in this accident. She said that construction flacks and many cars do speed up. She said 
they need volunteers to watch the traffic and get the plate numbers. The speeding has 
gotten worse and worse over the years. She doesn't agree that 85% of cars are traveling 
the speed limit. Chief Giorgi advised that he doesn't want to see residents watching the 
traffic, however, he can send the Traffic Unit down to step up enforcement here. 

Chief Giorgi does agree that as the City has developed over the years, many areas have 
changed. He said that he grew up on West Hill Road and has seen the same thing here. 
The resident asked about the possibility of a blinking speed sign. There is no speed limit 
sign in the area of Wilson Sheet and Hemenway. She said there is an empty spot out in 
front of her house (#285) that they could use. 
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MOTION was made, seconded, duly VOTED to REFER to Engineering to move the 
existing stop sign fiom the dead-end side of Hemenway to the other side to create a stop 
condition before the left turn onto Wilson Street. 

And 

MOTION was made, seconded, duly VOTED to REFER to the POLICE DEPARTMENT 
for continued enforcement. 

3-Old Business 

3a) Poor Streetlight Conditions —West Main St./Winthrop St. 

3b) Request for Crosswalk Warning Signage —West Main St. @Winthrop. 

Update on 3r~) ~cnd 3b) 

Tim Collins advised that the request has been made to the Street Division to repaint the 
crosswalk and install the advance warning signs. They are both on the list but have not 
been done yet. 

Clarification: On 5/28 I received an email from Tim Collins advising that he spoke with 
Jim Dascoli —Streets Division General Foreman. The crosswalk signs have not been 
installed yet because the crosswalk on West Main Street at Winthrop Sheet and Orchard 
Street are not ADA complaint. Handicap access ramps need to be built. This is a DPW —
Streets Division scheduled project and the signs will be installed as part of this project. 

3c) Parking Issues on Lakeside Ave. 

Uvdate: The Fix Restaurant has been closed during the Covid 19 Pandemic. The 
parking issue was due to overflow/employee parking on Lakeside Ave. 

MOTION was made, seconded, duly VOTED to TABLE for now. Chief Giorgi will be 
talking to the Owner now that the restaurant is reopening. 

3d) Crosswalk Request from Meadowbrook Child Garden— Concord R. @ 
Mosher Ln. 

Update: Tim Collins provided an aerial view of the intersection of Concord Road and 
Mosher Lane near Meadowbroolc Cluld Garden. Parents are using Mosher Lane to park 
and then cross their children over to the school for drop off. The big issue is at the north 
westerly sideline of Concord Road at the comer at Hemenway Extension. He showed 
photos of a row of arborvitaes that are large and overgrown and causing a sight distance 
problem. He advised that it might be appropriate to have Code Enforcement get in touch 
with the Owner to have them cut back. He said that the trees are considered a "living 
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fence" and are subject to the requirements of the City's fence ordinance. This ordinance 
includes a height limitation of 3 feet. 

MOTION was made, seconded, duly VOTED to REFER to Chief Giorgi to reach out to 
Pam Wilderman of Code Enforcement for assistance. 

3e) Brigham Street Concerns. 

Ut~date: Tim Collins advised that he had been holding off on doing the traffic count until 
he received the new equipment. The old traffic count program was on it's last leg. The 
new equipment has come in but now he was holding off during the Covid 19 pandemic to 
get realistic counts. With Covid and people trying to stay home he would not get a tnie 
picture. He does have counts done fiom 2016 so he can use this information for 
comparison. 

MOTION was made, seconded, duly VOTED to TABLE until accurate haffic counts 
have been completed. 

Councilor Robey asked for a follow up on nn item tlic~t ivas fao longer on the agenda. 

Crosswalk warning signs at the crosswalk on Stevens Street and Lodi Road. 

Councilor Robey said that there were no signs there yet. Tim Collins advised that this 
was put on the Street Division's "To Do" List over the winter. There is a new person, 
however, working in this department. He will check to make swe it's still on the 
schedule. 

Furtlte~~ Up~lnte: On 5/28/20 I received an email from Tim Collins. As he suspected, 
there was an oversight with the change in personnel in the Sign Shop. He advised that 
the "double-backed crosswalk sign at the crosswalk on Stevens Street at Lodi Road is up 
— the downward arrows were not installed and the advance warning signs (with the 
AHEAD plaques) are missing." They will go up tomorrow. 

Steve Kerrigan asked for t~ follow up ova an item that tiv~rs no longer of~ tlr.e rcgen~la. 

Request for "No Right on Red" sign at the intersection of Farm Rd.Boston Post 
Road East/Mustang Avenue. 

Mr. Kerrigan recalled that we were waiting to hear back on the response from the State. 
Tim Collins had sent an email but had received a message back that his contact was on 
vacation. Chief Giorgi said that he had asked that this item be removed from the agenda 
as there were plans to reconstruct the roadway. Mr. Collins pulled up a diagram of the 
proposed changes to the intersection. The changes would eliminate the confusion. He 
did, however, receive a reply from the State. 

Mr. Collins pulled up a memo he prepared outlining the guidelines from the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) on Intersection Safety and additional information from 
the FHWA Transportation Engineer —Operations Technical Service Team. He then 
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presented his observations and comments and his response. See the attached memo for 
specif cs. 

His conclusion was that "there is a definite need to determine how traffic movements 
through this intersection should be allowed and how this information should be presented 
to the public". In the interim, prior to the reconstruction, it is his recommendation that 
"the eastbound traffic on Farm Road should not be tzllowed to proceed through this 
intersection against the red light. A sign should be erected at the STOP line of Farm 
Road which states "NO MOVEMENT ON RED'." He also provided a photo of the 
proposed sign. Since this intersection is controlled by MassDOT, State approval would 
be needed to modify the signage and operation of this intersection. He also advised that 
the DPW would be willing to install the proposed sign. Chief Giorgi agreed that it would 
be the appropriate action to install this signage in the interim. 

MOTION vas made, seconded, duly VOTED to REFER to ENGINEERING to obtain 
approval fiom the MassDOT and install the signage as proposed. 

That there being no further business of the Traffic Conunission held on this date, the 
meeting adjourned at 10:57 am. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Karen L. Lambert 
Records Clerk 
Marlborough Police Department 

List of documents and other exhibits used at the meeting; 
-City of Marlborough Meeting Posting for Traffic Commission Meeting on 

Wednesday, May 27, 2020 including meeting agenda. 
-Draft of TrafFc Commission Minutes from Wednesday, February 26, 2020. 
-Email chain between Councilor Wagner to Chief Giorgi, dated 3/10/20 through 

4/22/20, re: Public Safety Concern, Wilson St. 
-Follow-up email from Officer Larose to Chief Giorgi, dated 3!12/20, re: Public 

Safety Concern, Wilson St. 
-Email from Councilor Wagner to Chief Giorgi, dated 5/27/20, re: May 27 Traffic 

Commission Mtg. which included letters and emails from constituents. 
o Letter from Meagan McLean, dated 5/21/20 
o Letter from Andrew and Nancy Tivnan, dated 3/14/20 
o Letter from Catherine LaJeunese, dated S/13I20 
o Letter from Jeremiah Encarnacion, dated 5/13/20 
o Letter form Jan Leefleman, dated 5/13/20 
o Letter form Mary Uyleman, dated 5/13/20 
o Letter fiom Jane and George O'Brien, dated 5/13120 

Additional Handouts: 
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-Follow up information from Tim Collins re: New Business Item 2d) Request for 
"No Right on Red" sign at intersection of Farm Road —East/Mustang Ave.", includes 
guidelines and response farm Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). 

-Aerial graphic and photos form Mosher Lane and Concord Road Area near 
Meadowbrook Child Garden. 

-Diagram of proposed intersection realignment at intersection of Boston Post 
Road East, Farm Road and Wilson Street. 



Karen Lamber# 

From: Sean Navin 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 1120 PM 
To: David Giorgi 
Cc: Karen Boule 
Subject: Follow Up 

Chief, 

Thanks for taking the time today, I really appreciate it. 

Just to recap on some of the traffic issues: 

Stevens Street Issues: 
Speeding in the State, Chandler, and Akroyd area —First step will be to deploy the speed sign trailer and gather some 
information for the residents. 

Cut Through Traffic on Chandler and State — It would be great to start thinking about whether or not its possible to limit 
left turns from Stevens during the evening commute and then work with Waze to program the closure and reduce cut 
throughs. 1 was wondering if we could keep the turn open to residents on{y. Either way I'd like to get some additional 
feedback form the neighborhood as we proceed. 

Heavy Truck Traffic Count — I will reach out to Commissioner Ghiloni and Asst. Commissioner Scott to see if we could do 
a count of the heavy truck traffic during construction season. 

Speed Sins on Reservoir: 
Speed Limit Signs on the Causeway —The signs are in the middle of the causeway in both directions. Can we move them 
to each end? 

One question I forgot to mention, do you have a role in crosswalk installation from a safety standpoint or is that DPW? 

Thanks again —take care, 
Sean 



Karen Lambert 

From: David Giorgi 
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 7:39 PM 
To: Karen Lambert 
Subject: FW: Lincoln and Union Streets are missing "NO TURN ON RED" signs 

Hi Karen, 

Could you please add this to the June folder for the next meeting? 

Thank you 

From: Andrew Larose  
Sent: Wednesday, June 17, 2020 11:07 AM 
To: David Giorgi  
Cc: Zachary Attaway  Paul Connors  
Ssabject: Lincoln and Union Streefis are missing "NO TURN ON RED" signs 

Chief, 

The traffic unit has noticed and has been receiving complaints from Officers that two "NO TURN ON RED" signs are 

missing. One is westbound on Lincoln at the intersection of Bolton and the other is westbound on Union also at the 

intersection of Bolton. 

The schedule listed on ECode 360 shaves westbound Lincoln Street should have a sign, but only restricted from Sam to 

4pm. Myself and others feel this restriction should be for all hours. 

The schedule listed on ECode 360 does not list a turn on red restriction. There was a sign there for as far back as anyone 

can remember and was recently removed. (I would assume it was realized a restriction had not been adopted). 

Both intersections have limited visibility to oncoming northbound Bolton Street traffic. There is a collective belief a 

collision is emanant. We feel it is in the best interested of public safety to restrict right turns on red at the 

aforementioned locations. 

If this could be discussed at the next traffic commission meeting it would be appreciated. 

Respectfully, 
Officer Andrew LaRose 
Traffic Services Division 
Marlborough Police 
355 Bolton Street 
Marlborough, Ma. 01752 
508-485-1212  

 



Karen Lambert 

From: Police Dept 
Sent: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 10:41 AM 
To: David Giorgi 
Subject: FW: REQUEST- Signage and/or Crosswalk @ 1110 Concord Road 

From:  
Sent: Tuesday, June 2, 2020 1:20 PM 
To: Police Dept <police_dept@marlborough-ma.gov> 
Subject: REQUEST- Signage and/or Crosswalk @ 1110 Concord Road 

Dear Chief Giorgi, 
Hope this message finds you and your team- well. 

am following up on the request for signageand/or crosswalk at 1110 Concord Road, Marlborough, MA 01752. As a 
school serving 77 children from ages 2.9 to 6, we tend to take them on walks on the reserve. Traffic tends to speed 
faster than the 25MPH limit on Concord Road. During the Feb Traffic commission meeting, it was decided to place a 
speed monitor at 1110 Concord road to observe the speeding. I am curious about the results and any next steps that 
are being considered. 

While I understand one cannot have a crosswalk if there is no sidewalk (As is the case for Concord Road), would it still be 
possible to put a crosswalk on Moser Lane? 

would greatly appreciate your insight. 

Many thanks, 
Annette 

Annette Fernandez 
Meadowbrook ChiOd Garden 
1110 Concord Road, Marlborough, MA 01752 
Email:  
Ph: 502-649-6604 

--... 'y

t 

j 

----Original Message-----
From: Mark Parente  
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2020 10:58 AM 
To: Office 
Subject: Re: Crosswalk 

10 am. Memorial Hall at City hall. 



> On Feb 10, 2020, at 10:43 AM, Office  

> What time is that meeting Mark? Annette would like to attend. 
> Kathy 

> -----Original Message-----
> From: Mark Parente  
> Sent: Monday, February 10, 2020 9:34 AM 
> To: Meadowbrook Office 
> Subject: Crosswalk 

> Annette and Kathy, 

> I spoke with my Chief about the crosswalk Request. He will be adding the 
> request to the next Traffic Commission agenda. The meeting is February 26th 

> at the City Hail, anyone can attend. If no one can make it, we can let you 
know how it goes. 

> Thanks, 
> Mark 



Karen Lambert 

From: Ke Dawei <trouts2@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, June 11, 2020 4:17 PM 
To: David Giorgi 
Subject: Phone conversation of parking and sidewalk issue on Crescent Street. 

RE: Phone conversation, Crescent St sidewalk damage. 

From: David Kirkpatrick 
19 Crescent Street 
Marlborough 

Chief D. Giorgi, 
I will mention a couple of issues with damage to the sidewalks on Crescent Street. 

The sidewalk on Crescent Street has been done 3 times since I have been here. The sidewalk 
gets destroyed quickly as the concrete is a thin lay, it is not reinforced, it is low and does not 
have stone street edging as most have. 

Heavy delivery vans and trucks park on the sidewalk cracking it. Most of the length of the 
Crescent Street sidewalk is now destroyed and requires replacement. 

Part of the issue is Crescent Street is not wide so trucks and cars park on the sidewalk. The 
town trash truck and other big trucks U turn at the top of the street and go on the sidewalk 
cracking tiles. For a long time a 6 car carrier truck would park evenings on the sidewalk. When 
two houses were built in the middle of the length of Crescent big 10 wheel dump trucks would 
park on the sidewalk. When there is a funeral all the cars will park on the sidewalk. Cars and 
trucks park on the sidewalk every day and eventually the tiles crack. 

In between full sidewalk builds the town has hired crews to replace or repair broken sections 
of tiles. Those get broken again quickly. 

When the town removed tiles to swap over lead water lines into homes they replaced the tiles 
with tar. The tar tiles in front of my house, 19 Crescent, is now 
distorted and cracking after being replaced two weeks ago due to parking. 

I called the highway department about the issue and asked if there was something that could 
be done. Aside from replacement I asked if something like a yellow stripped could be placed 
on the outer edge of the sidewalk or a white edge boarder with no parking on red &etc. The 
town person explained that something like that would come under the Traffic Commision which 
is headed by you and referred me to you. 



The street is narrow and the sidewalk low and the reason people park often on the 
sidewalk. Only one side of Crescent has a sidewalk. Restricting parking on one side would 
eliminate the issue. Most residents of Crescent do not park on the 
sidewalks. Side walk packers are usually non-residents cars and delivery vans and park for a 
short time. On the upper section of Crescent packers are cemetery related packers. Others park 
on the upper section for whatever reason. They hang out for a while and leave. 

Unless the town puts in a regular height sidewalk with the usual stone edging the sidewalk 
when replaced again will just degrade quickly as it has in the past. 

Thank you for considering the issue. 
David Kirkpatrick 
~~Ci~, Ke Dawei 

-. 



Karen Lambert 

From: Bill Franke  
Sent: Sunday, June 14, 2020 3:03 PM 
To: Police Dept 
Cc: Robert Tunnera 
Subject: Lakeside Ave parking issue due to The Fix 

1 
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So these 2 pictures are from 2pm on Sunday June 14 on Lakeside Ave. The Fix just opened for outside seating and there 
is already 7 cars parked on the street and 2 of them are clearly parked in the No Parking area. 

If it's like this for outdoor seating and it's early Sunday afternoon, imagine when it reopens the restaurant inside. These 
cars were not from valet either, customers were pulling in after they couldn't get into the parking lot, parking on 
Lakeside Ave and walking over and I Know that because I was getting my exercise walking on the street for an hour and 
so it. 

Please make Lakeside a No Parking road, this is awful since The Fix opened. 

know the police have many other issues to deal with but please keep this issue on your traffic committee meeting till 
something is resolved and before there is an accident out here. 

Thanks 
Bill Franke 
Waterwind Knolls unit #15 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Mar 7, 2020, at 6:03 PM, Bill Franke > wrote: 

> I haven't seen any updates on this issue, but it is still very much a problem. 

2 



> Driving in at 4pm Friday, there were 12 cars lined up and the Fix parking lot wasn't even 1/2 full. 

> On Saturday (today the 7th) at 5pm there are 20 cars lined upon Lakeside Ave and it's not all valet, 3 cars pulled in 
while I was out walking, an older couple in a van, 3 guys in another car and 1 other individual. 

> I've attached 3 pics that show the older couple that got out of the 1 car, while the other foil<s are further up and are 
hard to see in the pic. You can also tell that the road is too narrow making this dangerous to walkers, cars and even 
getting an emergency vehicle like a fire truck down the road. It also makes it difficult turning in and out of Waterwind 
Knolls Condo development due to cars parked at the bottom of our entrance/exit. The other pic is just showing the line 
of cars parked there. 

> Please resolve this before someone gets injured or there is an emergency. The road is too narrow and there should be 
NO parking on both sides. 

> Thanks 
> Bill Franke 
>  
> <image0.jpeg> 
> <imagel.jpeg> 
> <image2.jpeg> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



Karen Lambert 

From: David Giorgi 
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 820 PM 
To: Karen Lambert 
Subject: FW: Parking Issues on Lakeside Ave. 

Please add this to June as well. It is for the lakeside Ave. parking issue under Old Business. 

-----Original Message-----
From: David Giorgi  
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 8:10 PM 
To: David Giorgi  
Subject: FW: Parking Issues on Lakeside Ave. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Alice Marie W  
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 6:00 PM 
To: Police Dept <police_dept@mariborough-ma.gav> 
Subject: Re: Parking Issues on Lakeside Ave. 

Dear Chief Giorgi, 

This is a response to your voicemai) of 3:15 PM on June 16, 2Q20 (sorry I wasn't available). 

Thanks for getting back to me on Tuesday. I'm comforted to know that there is active discussion with The Fix. i will 
certainly call the non-emergency number if I see illegally parked cars near the no-parking sign near the junction of 
Winter and Lakeside and will pass the word to other condo residents. 

assume that the Parking issue is on the Commission's agenda for the meeting next week (under Old Business). I plan to 
be there (virtually or in person) to hear a status report. I hope we are in agreement that once The Fix has its parking 
issues resolved, parking will explicitly not be permitted on either side of Lakeside Avenue, with signs to that effect. 
understand the need to be a little patient while you and the Commission work through details with The Fix. 

Thanks for your attention to this matter. If I can be of help, or if you have any questions, please call or email me. 
imagine that the impact of Covid-19 as well as the current protests have introduced a lot of extra work and stress for 
you and the Department, and wish you all good health and a bright future. 

Respectfully, 

Alice Wertheimer 

 
 

 

45 Lakeside Ave., Unit 1 
Marlborough, MA 01752 
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